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At the present mo~enrf; %$I&= AQZ& has tbaa interconnected 

aspects: scieni;ific and mt&&&i,caX, legal a& -&hat of technical 

organization. 

The scientific and ~E~&o&%.cz~ z%!xI~~~~ of She work ains f;o 

provide (a) a correct and.zmWiozrz Eussfan spePPing of the names 

of the geographical units of the USSR and that of foreign coun- 

tries (for the Russian lan,guage 2s a means of cmmmication of 
all Soviet peoples) and. (b) a carrent and uniform transfer of - 
these names to all the other lan,magea of the Soviet peoples in 
all the Soviet publicat&ms, !ITh&x ~mrk b3si~tiIy aims to preserve 
national names 'as close as p~ss3.3Z.e: to their original form and to 
avoid distortion. It appea~'fees3.IQ.e far, aloxg with general 
guidelines, special ru.l;es 53~~ z~~&.~ti~ fuse3gn names into Eus- 
sian are being deveXspc4 I!XEZE$ Q~E ZI thmuugh aud conprehensive 
study of both the principles: a~@ pemz2iarities of the original 
spelling of namesand the po.ssib33Zties~o.f the Russian alphabet 
to reproduce them, T&se rup;e.S. fam the ~-ore of the insttic- 
tions for the transfer of n~+Euss~3&n pxaee-names to Russian. 

These instructions wemz re.peatedly ex&%M-l;ed at international 
conferences on geographZ'caX XEENXL Xnfmmatiiiara was supplied at 
the London Conference (1912) as to -t;he ohange of their status 
and as to the work started fxr: th%s conmz&on, that of revising 
and republishing the existing instructions along with the deve- 
loping of new ones, 

Kore than 30 instructfons had Been worked out and published 
by December 19'74. A set of 3&structions far the languages of 
the Won Republics in praeticaEXy cmq@e-ted (the last one is in 
preparation), a set for the Autommmus E&q~ublics and Uational 
DistritZQs has been started EXE& ei3.3. be erapleted in the coming 

two years, a revision and ~enovatiox of the instructions for 
renderizzg names from foreign ‘Iax~~ages +a ahso in progress, 
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During 1973-74 instructions for rendering place-names in Vie-t 
Nam, Korea, EthiopPa, E'ortugal and Brazil were issued. Some 
of them are completely new works, others are a renovation of 
previously exists ones; . 

Now that these instructions have become compulsory not 
only for cartographic works but for all kinds of Soviet publi- 
cations in Russian it has become indispensable to make some 
rules &ore detailed, to formulate them more precisely‘and also 
to insert some additfonal information, Their main scheme has 
been left Mthout any bharrges: the general notes, sources of 
place-names, rules of %ransferring, rendition of generic terms, 
orthography of compound names, and conventional names. The 
ne\rJIy issued tistmat%ons are supplemented with a brief des- 
cription of t&e pecuUarities of the phonetic and graphic 
systems of the.langu; concerned and of the place-name struc- 
ture of the given t;errit.ory, The lists of local generics and 
other words that build the toponymy of the country are conni- 
tIerably enriched, 

1x1 some cmea ~~Qxmely difficult problems were to be ' 
solved. !Phe Bussian Sam ,of a foreign name should correspond 
to the modern orthoepZc norms of the literary language con- 
cerned, though the Russian language often has its own tradi- 
tions in the spe3LLLng and pronunciation of many non-Russian 
namese For example, the German diphthongs ei/ey, &/eu have 
been transferred to Russian by @I&, Bwsii ages ago which 
means that the German &me-names Eider, Kleinbeeren, Neu- 
brandenburg, Z~Qzsoh %I Russian transcription looked like 
3@&3p, &&EKk&Wi, ~i%dp%Jg%@yp~?, %S. The new rule gives . 
the cxmreczt Wznsfer llnf German diphthongs: a3, .oB - Ai&ep, 
ItifEm6ep231, ~~~~~a~~~~~r, .O&, .although it entails a 
revision and zqx~b4;~exx;tIon lof a large number of booksand maps: 
Very f~a Gema pames %%.a% have %x&en root in mtssian clas- 
si@~& kZter&ure 3x~.e b,een preserved in their traditional fozm: 
f&g& &j&qp azsd .som,e -otherslI 
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The elaboration of scientifically grounded and uniformed 
rules for rendering geographical names is a necessary and basic 
condition in the standardization of geographical names. Dut even 
most perfect instructions cannot envisage all the cases that may 
occur in practical work. Gazetteers and dictionaries of geogra- 
phical names compiled on the basis of such instructions are the 
only means that can completely eliminate discrepancies in 
transferring foreign names. The compilation of such gazetteers 
is a very complicated and labour-consuming work, On completion 
'of the elaboration of the instructions the next stage of our 

work on the standardization of geographical names, i.e. the 
preparation-of dictionaries and gazetteers is started. A number 
of dictionaries of geographical names of the Unicn and Autonomous 
Republics are now being prepared for publication. Dictionaries 
of geographical names of the Arab countries, Korea and Ethiopia 
were published in 1973-74. The compilation of such dictionaries 
and gazetteers for the republics of the Soviet Union and for 
foreign cauntrics has become our principle work for the ysci:-a 
to come* 

Pifteen glossaries of local geographical.terms have also 
been published as a practical aid for the surveyors and other 
people who take part in field topographic work and in field 
collection of names. 

The gist of the legal aspect of standardization of geographi- 
cal names is as follows: Instructions containing rules for ren- 
dering geographical names and dictionaries or gazetteers contain- 
ing individual names should be given a status of compulsory 
documents for the spelling of modern geographical nmles in of- 
ficial papers, scientific reference-books, on maps and other 
publications of the agencies and institutions of the country, 
In the Soviet Union this is executed on the basis of legislative 
enactments and government decrees which regulate the general 
procedure of nomination and renomination of geographical entities 
in the t?SSR as well as the transcriptian of foreign place-names. 
In order to co-ordinate the activities of various organizations 
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in thid field a Permanent JoiYnt Com~&&o.z compose& oi rcpresen- 
tctives of different ministries, qyncfe;, an& ri;r;a~;~~~~%i-on~ in- 

terested in geographical mmes is 3I‘xmct%~ti~g xz&&m -&he auspices 
of the Chief Administration of GeodaU~.an& C%zzr%o!~~~-~* The 
Commission examines all the,sugges%&ms mb~&tt& m22mmning 
the new names, the aLterat%on of nzzzes o:f? gs~~grz@6.cz.& units 
as well as the instructions, dictionaries: an& gazxz%Bem pre- 
pared for publication and adopts the ~ac.~~sn,~ rsmmmzndations* 
Similar comissions'have been set ng im a3X the X&km. Republics, 
Instructions for rendering place-raxea of the SovZe% I&publics 
and dictionaries of their place-names are usu~~y sub~zlted for 
approval to the Presidium of the Supreme- S&&L& of f&e! Union . 
and Autonomous Republic concerned, 

The Chief Administration of Geodesy, and ~artogra~ has 
been given the right to approve E~ese%%m&mct~~~~ dGctionax5es 
and gazetteers after P;hich they become co~pwZ?.sa~ry fe all the 
agencies and institutions of the XR%ZL 

The success of standardization of g:eog,rz@zX.caX -es 
largely depends on its technical. ozrgan5sr;it3~a~ iL.aj ozz the 

-qualification of the staff, the techticaX e~@pmsn& azail.ab3.e 
and the organization of labour, The e3abcmz~n.of s&kxM.fic 
and methodical aids, the preparation &mtzmZE f&z t&e Joint 
Commission and the current work (such as:z ae&W~er:mrZ%oring 
of a catalogue of place-names, the eatabX~s~,.et am% vzmifi- 
cation of names by request of cartogxaphZc ex&expzi%es~ answers 
to the inquiries of other organizations, etc,P,';alT rec@re 
steady and joint efforts of a rather numerous and qual%Eied 
personnel. Such a personnel is on hand at the State Getietic 
and Cartographic Service and is , pract&caUy s.peak3ng3. the 
permanent service of geographical names. 

Since none of the institutes or un&versfHcs c&z prepare 
universal specialists capable of soBv%ng the who&e set! pf 
problems connected with standardizatroa o%'gaograph5c-z& names 
the service of geographical names is protided v&th a s-$aff 

of various specialists: linguists (experts i33 STatic, German, 
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Roman,,Oriental. and etc, languages), tapodxkym%sts, Geographers, 
and cartographers' A successful solution of scientific, methoT 
dical and practical problems of the ahsndardization of geo- 
graphical names can be achieved and -ateed only on condi- 
tion that these specialists work in &ose cooperation, 

The development of national eeon.o~y~ science and culture 
and the expansion of international contacts intensify the need 
forthe standardizationof geographical names and, consequently, 
the volume of such work is constantly increas2ngr Therefore a 
necessity arises to modernize the methods and technology of 
the work. It foremost coccerns some PaBaar-consuming operations' 

where manual labour prevails: the maintenance of the catalogue 
of names, the compilation of gazetteers of geographical names, 
indexes to maps and atlases, and the like, 

Instead of ordinary catalogue ca~aa vzith boxes of over 
15 kg each in them we have got special automized l*Zippel" cases 
made in the Hungarian People?s Republic t&a-t; cansiderably faci- 
litate handling the catalogue. The elaboration of a universal 
computerised information retrieval system (IRS) is in full 
swing. A computerized IRS for toponyms is a component part of 
it (the Russian abbreviation is AI1WCT: - in EngUsh AIPST), 

The principle scheme of this system is as follows: codi- 
fication of information on geographical names,recordings on 
machine,carriers, input into the computer, pn?ocessing, output, 
typing and reproduction of necessary reference data, 

The research work and experiments perforzzed resulted in 
the development of methods that provide output of information 
in various forms: gazetteers on countries or regions, alpha- 
betical indexes to maps, lists of place-names of given units 
(such as populated places, rivers and the like), lists of 
place-names within'given geographical or orthogonal co-ordinates 
and others, 

The system not only allows for the giving of the standard 
Russian form of a foreign name but also its original form when 
necessary. When the latter form is given the gazetteers are 
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supplemented with alphabetical indexes of names in their original 
lettering, 

We are already working on the compilation of gazetteers with 
this new technology,In the very near future this new system will 
be in full swing. It Ml1 speed up the circulation 
of the standardization of geographical names among 
nizations who are in dire need of them, 

of the results 
all the orga- 

Here, in brief, is our work on domestic standardiaation of 

geographical names performed in the Soviet Union in the course 
of the last few years* 








